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Surface water 
quality deterioration 
is a global problem, 
which has large 
socio-economic and 
ecological impacts

© World Bank Group, 2019Global water quality risks of BOD, Nitrogen and EC

Eutrophication at Lake Tai, 
the 3rd largest freshwater lake in China
© Copernicus Sentinel data (2019), 
processed by ESA, CC BY-SA 3.0 IGO

Corel bleaching at Great Barrier Reef, 
Northern Australia
© Brett Monroe Garner—Getty Images



Stream water 
quality is 
highly variable 
over both 
space and time
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1. Understand the controls on spatio-temporal variability in 

stream water quality

2. Develop a predictive model for future water quality assessment

Statistical (data-driven) modelling
+

Long-term large-scale monitoring data
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3-year project 
aiming to improve 
understanding and 
modelling capacity 
of water quality 
variability
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3-year project 
aiming to improve 
understanding and 
modelling capacity 
of water quality 
variability

Statistical (data-driven) modelling
+

Long-term large-scale monitoring data

• 102 monitoring sites in 
Victoria, SE Australia

• All sites maintain 
monthly WQ data for 
1994-2014 (21 years)

• Total catchment area > 
130,000 km2



1. Understand the controls on spatio-temporal variability in 

stream water quality
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1. Understand the controls on spatio-temporal variability in 

stream water quality

1. Understanding 
key controls for 
each variability 
component 

Time

WQsite, time  =

meanWQsite +   shift from meanWQsite, time 

Between site (spatial) variation
= f(Land use, Climate, …)

Within site (temporal) variation
= f(Temperature, Streamflow, …)

Water Quality
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1. Understand the controls on spatio-temporal variability in 

stream water quality

TSSsite, time  =

meanTSSsite +   shift from meanTSSsite, time 

Between site (spatial) variation
Mean TSS site=

f(Hot month temp,
Vegetation cover,

Cropping, Elevation, % clay area)

Within site (temporal) variation
Shift TSS site,time=

f(Streamflow,
Water temperature,

Soil moisture)

1. Understanding 
key controls for 
each variability 
component 
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2. Develop a predictive model for future water quality assessment

TSSsite, time  =
meanTSSsite +   shift from meanTSSsite, time 

2. Developing 
integrated 
spatio-temporal 
model

Between site (spatial) variation
Mean TSS site=

f(Hot month temp,
Vegetation cover,

Cropping, Elevation, % clay area)

Within site (temporal) variation
Shift TSS site,time=

f(Streamflow,
Water temperature,

Soil moisture)
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Apart from FRP, 
the model 
explains 38.2% 
(NOx ) to 88.6%
(EC) of the total 
spatiotemporal 
variability in 
water quality  The model is more capable of representing spatial variability

 Specifically, the model generally captures over half of the observed spatial 
variability across constituents

 Temporal variability remains largely unexplained for all constituents
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The proportion 
of below-LOR 
data may 
affect model 
performance 
across 
constituents
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The model is 
generally good 
at representing 
the spatial 
variability in all 
constituents 
except for FRP 
within the 
study region
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Observed (Box-Cox transformed)
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1997-2014 (during & post-drought)1994-1996 (pre-drought)

Calibration NSE = 0.796 Validation NSE = 0.5
Cross-validation 
with different 
periods identified 
inconsistency of 
model performance 
for TSS



Suggesting a 
shift in sediment 
relationships 
between TSS 
and its key 
controls     
since drought

TSSsite, time  =

Between site (spatial) variation
Mean TSS site=

f(Hot month temp,
Vegetation cover,

Cropping, Elevation, % clay area)

Within site (temporal) variation
Shift TSS site,time=

f(Streamflow,
Water temperature,

Soil moisture)

+
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1997-2014 (during & post-drought)1994-1996 (pre-drought)

Calibration NSE = 0.796 Validation NSE = 0.5



Streamflow

Concentration 

In the context 
of previous 
literature…

 Previous studied generally explained impacts of drought on 
sediments/nutrients concentrations as a result of reduced 
streamflow
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Streamflow

Concentration 

In the context 
of previous 
literature…

 Previous studied generally explained impacts of drought on 
sediments/nutrients concentrations as a result of reduced 
streamflow

 This model identified something different – change of 
relationships between sediments and its controls including 
streamflow

 Analogue to the drought impacts on rainfall-runoff relationship 
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Summary & 
further studies

 This spatio-temporal model illustrates the use of data-driven models to 
interpret possible processes and improve predictions

 Monthly data – understanding limited by temporal resolution of 
variability we can capture, but the use of long-term dataset is still 
representative for important features of temporal variability

 We need to explore further on:

a) How do the relationships between water quality and its key spatial 
and temporal drivers (e.g. sediment & land use, sediment and 
streamflow) are changing (assumed static in our model)?

b) How can the model be adapted to include/explore long-term trends in 
water quality?

…
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